Vegetation Management
Georgia
Before Vegetation Removal
After Vegetation Removal
No Height Restrictions
Vegetation Viewing Zone

**STIPULATIONS ON TREE REMOVAL AND PRUNING**

- **Trees outside the Target Viewing Zone cannot be removed.**
- **Trees outside the Target Viewing Zone cannot be removed.**

**OUTDOOR ADVERTISING SIGN**

- **Limbs that overhang into the Target Viewing Zone can be pruned back to the trunk of the tree outside the Target Viewing Zone.**
- **Any tree within the Target Viewing Zone can be removed.**
Common Viewing Zones

APPENDIX A-4

NOTE: EACH SIGN VIEWING ZONE IS PERMITTED SEPARATELY

ADJACENT SIGNS WITH COMMON VIEWING ZONES

- Target Viewing Zone Within State RAW
- Non-target Viewing Zone
- Target Viewing Zone Off State RAW
Sign Height Measurements

In order to obtain a vegetation maintenance permit for signs which exceed 75 feet in height, as measured from the base of the sign or crown of the adjacent roadway to which the sign is permitted, whichever is higher, the owner of the sign shall agree to reduce the sign to 75 feet in height or less, as measured from the base of the sign or crown of the adjacent roadway to which the sign is permitted, whichever is higher, unless lowering is precluded by government code or regulation.